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Hello everyone and welcome to a slide
Presentation of My application.
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INTRODUCTION 
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Tech
Stack

Langchain
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 Streamlit 
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OpenAI
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VoiceVerse Agent: a customer service
revolution via OpenAI, Streamlit, and
Langchain. Exceptional customer
interaction through a smart chat interface..

Featuring business editing, database
handling, and search functions.
Anticipating voice interaction through
future updates.

VoiceVerse Agent: versatile and future-
ready for businesses of all sizes. Embark on
a new era of customer service with us.

Introduction
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Engage your customers
through a smart
conversational interface

 Intelligent Customer
Interaction

AI-Powered Chat Interface

Can easily interact with
you business information
and more

Business 

   Talk to your^
Handle large volumes of
data with our efficient
database management
features

Data

  Manage you^

Fast and Accurate Query
Handling

 Search

Comprehensive ^
Experience the convenience of
voice interaction with our
upcoming updates utilizing
Elvenlabs and OpenAI's Whisper
ASR

Voice Interaction

(Future Feature)
Suitable for Businesses of
All Sizes

Scalability

       FOR ALL
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Arowwai Industries

          DEMO
Check out link in the description to
try out the application and/or Video
would be Linked below
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Industry Traditional Approach With VoiceVerse AgentAI

Education
Reading from books and searching
through piles of pdfs and videoes

Talk to the agent after you have set it up with all
the  files and transcripts regarding your school

work

Retail
Cashier answers calls for very repetitive
queries, or dedicated personnel for it  

In the future we plan to use eleven labs and
whisper to enable a calling feature
and it will speak many languages

In_Company
New Employees always have questions

and use it to take the time of seniors

in company agent can help train new
employees, it can help with faster retrieval of

in_company information

Personal
writing down your appointments or
searching through piles of files for

studying /reviewing 

Can help you be better and faster at what you
do

Industry Disruption
Workplaces Table



The Pitch

Arowwai Industries

So why should you invest in our
application? It's simple - our solution
is more than just an app; it's a
pathway to business transformation.
By opting for our application, you're
choosing a future where customer
service is driven by efficiency,
personalization, and satisfaction
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Partnership Invitation
We're inviting partners who share our vision for revolutionizing
the customer service landscape. If our application excites you
as much as it does us, we would be thrilled to explore
partnership opportunities
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Thank You!
http://www.linkedin.com/in/mitchelakaelu voiceverseverse@gmail.com
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Any
Question
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voiceverseverse@gmail.com
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